SERIES M  
VIETNAM

Box 1  
Vietnam 1961-1968  
Frances Neely File 1962-1963  
Frances Neely File 1964  
Frances Neely File 1965  
Frances Neely Working File January-December 1966  
Frances Neely File January-July 1967  
Frances Neely File August-September 1967  
Frances Neely File October-December 1967  
Frances Neely File 1968  
Frances Neely File-Vietnam Summer 1967  
David Wurfel reports on Vietnamese Election-September 1967

Box 2  
Origins of Vietnam War 1954-1965  
Quaker Peace Witness at the Pentagon 1960  
(mainly against military policy)  
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1950-1962  
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1963  
Vietnam Information Committee Luncheon, Dr. Erich Wulff  
Dr. Ngo Ton Dat-summary of addresses October 3, 1963  
Vietnam Clippings 1963  
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1964  
Vietnam Clippings 1964  
Interviews with Arthur Barber (August 5, 1964) and Senator Aiken (July 27, 1964)  
Gulf of Tonkin 1964  
Congressional Releases 1965  
Letters to President Johnson 1965  
Alternative Perspectives on Vietnam Conference September 1965  
Position Papers-Alternative Perspectives on Vietnam  
Ann Arbor, Michigan Conference September 1965  
Congressional Record speeches and reprints 1965  
Fred Burdick, The Capitol Gist 1965  
March on Washington November 1965  
APSO-FCNL Washington Visitations 1965  
FCNL-APSO through 1965  
Inter-Religious Committee on Vietnam 1965  
Vigil May 11-12  
Press Conference July 11  
National Vietnam Newsletter #3-1965

Box 3  
Friends Statements on the Vietnam War 1965-1969  
Statements on the Vietnam War made by non-Friends 1965-1967  
Activities of Religious Groups other than Friends 1965-1967  
Activities other than Religious Organizations 1965-1967  
Norman Morrison Immolation November 2, 1955  
Vietnam Clippings 1965  
Book Reviews 1965  
Vietnam Miscellaneous (1) 1965  
Vietnam Miscellaneous (2) 1965-1966  
Japan "Peace for Vietnam" Committee Jovis 142, 1965
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Box 4  
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1965
Study Kit for Friends 1966
AFSC-FCNL Visitation April 1966
FCNL-APSC 1966
Correspondence on Vietnam Guidelines, etc. 1966
Quaker Medical Aid to North Vietnam 1966
Medical Aid to Vietcong and North Vietnam by Quakers 1967-1969
E. Raymond Wilson letter to Senator Clifford P. Case re Vietnam Aug 12, 1966
Wednesdays in Washington 1966
VIETNAM:CHALLENGE Letter to coordinators: progress report March 20, 1967
VIETNAM: CHALLENGE minutes, letters, contact lists 1966-1967
VIETNAM: CHALLENGE TO THE CONSCIENCE OF AMERICA 1966-1967
VIETNAM: CHALLENGE TO THE CONSCIENCE OF AMERICA - Four Doorways 1966-1967

Box 5  
FCNL five points on Vietnam (based on Senator McGovern's speech on May 18) 1966
Leadership Conference on Vietnam, May 26, 1966
Distribution in Congress of Peace in Vietnam (AFSC publication) 1966
Letters setting up Questionnaire project 6/10/66, 7/20/66 and 7/27/66
AFSC PROGRAMS IN VIETNAM 1966-
Quakers and Vietnam 1966-1967
Booklets-The politics of Escalation- Salzburg from Hanoi
The West German government involved in Vietnam
Vietnam Cuttings 1966 (1)
Vietnam Clippings 1966 (2)  JAMES CAMERON FROM HANOI, N.Y. TIMES, 1966
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1966 (1)
Vietnam Miscellaneous 1966 (2)
Vietnam Summer 1967-Organizers manual and Project profiles
Sanford Gottlieb Interviews in Paris 1967
National Liberation Front 1967, 1968
Vietnam Constitution 1967
Civil Liberties-Dissent-1967
General Hugh B. Nester
Conscientious Objection to Military Service- Policy statements
(1) NCC  (2) FUM  (3) NATL. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST
Business Executives Move for Peace in Vietnam 1967

Box 6  
AFSC-FCNL 1967
AFSC-FCNL Visitation, March 2-10, 1967
Chester Graham-Visit to 8 states for Negotiation Now, May-June 1967
Vietnam Supplemental Appropriations 1967
Congressional Attitudes 1967

Vietnam elections-David Wurfel's reports-September 1967
Nobilization Committee (Spring 1967) and Vietnam Summer (Summer 1967)
Vietnam Education Project-United Methodist Church-1967-1968
Senate Republican Policy Committee Statement 1967
Committee of Returned Volunteers

National Council of Churches on Vietnam 1967
Congressional Record Reprints 1967
Letters to the President, etc 1967
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Clippings 1967
Opposition to the Draft and ROTC 1967-1969
Letter from a Serviceman in Vietnam-November 12, 1967
Clergy Concerned Washington Mobilization-January 31-February 1, 1967

Miscellaneous Publications 1967 (1)
Miscellaneous Publications 1967 (2)
Miscellaneous Publications 1967 (3)

Box 7

Vietnamese Speakers: Tran Van Dinh 1965; Thich Nhat Hanh 1966;
Nguyen Thi Hue 1966
Tran Van Dinh 1967-1969
Visit of Japanese Christian Peace Delegation 1965
Congressional and Administrative Interviews and Luncheons-
David Hartsough File 1963-1967
Bill Hanson, January 20, 1966
Ed Snyder-Southeast Asia 1967-1969
Reports on Cambodia 1970

Reports on Paris Negotiations 1968
Len Tinker
Ken Kirkpatrick
Correspondence with Duncan Wood-Visit to Washington, May 1968
Felix Greene-Film Inside North Vietnam, 1968
Philippe Denilliere, December 5-6, 1966
Joe Elder-visitors to Washington 1969

Bronson Clark
Russell Johnson
John Sullivan
Harry H. Rudin May 1967
Don Luce, 1967-1968
David Schoenbrun (film)-visit to Washington 1968
Everett Mendelsohn 1968

Marjorie Nelson; David Stickney; Stephen Goldberg; Everett
Mendelson; Carl Strock 1968
Vo Van A1 1969
Visitors to Washington-Russell Johnson 1967, 1969-70
Russell Johnson-report from Southeast Asia, 1970
Vietnam Speakers Bureau, February-May, 1968
Luce; Stoltzfus; Tran Van Dinh; Khanh

AFSC White House Visit-May 5, 1969
AFSC visit to Henry Kissinger, July 7, 1969
AFSC 90 day effort-Summer in Washington 1969
Interview with Dean Moor, aide to Kissinger, by David Hartsough, 1969
Box 8

Dorothy Hutchinson-Proposal for an Honorable Peace-WILPF, February 1968
Dissent, Resistance and the War in Vietnam: Bennett, Chamberlain, Commager and Mumford- 4000 signatures support Boston Five
Civil Liberties-dissent 1968
Anti-Vietnam demonstrations 1968-1969
Quincy Wright: Legal aspect of the Vietnam situation 1968

Who's right? Who's Wrong? Published by Clergy Concerned 1968
(best publication against the war)
Hoa Binh Ad Hoc Committee 1968-1969
Clippings 1968 (1)
Clippings 1968 (2) Book Reviews 1968
Katsuichi Honda-The National Liberation Front (Japanese writer)
September, 1968

Visits with NLF and North Vietnam-Sanford Gottlieb and Rodney Shaw 1968
Visitation to Vietnam and Paris 1969
Vietnam 1968
Tax refusal 1969-70: Helen G. Alexander and others
Buddhist Proposals 1969 1971

Fort Jackson Case, October 16, 1969
Vietnam Negotions 1968
Clark Clifford, A Vietnam Reappraisal, Foreign Affairs, July 1969
NCC Delegation to Paris Report 1969

Clippings January-May 1969
Clippings June-December 1969

Box 9

National Convocation on the Challenge of Building Peace 1969
Civil Disobedience-non-violence 1967
Dissent 1969
Anti-Vietnam Demonstrations 1967
Moratorium October, 1969
New Mobilization, November 15, 1969
Moratorium Mobilization 1969-70 (1)
Mobilization/Moratorium 1969 (2)
Mobilization/Moratorium 1969 (3)

Draft File Destruction: Catonsville 9, Milwaukee 14, Berrigans, etc. 1968-1972
Quaker vigils and demonstrations 1969-1972
House Resolution to support Nixon's Vietnam Policy November 1969
Congressional Resolutions re Vietnam September-November 1969
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Stuart Innerst, "Light on Laos" (revised edition) May 1961
Publications regarding Vietnam January-December 1964
Publications regarding Vietnam January-April 1965
Publications regarding Vietnam May-July 1965
Publications regarding Vietnam August-October 1965
Publications regarding Vietnam November-December 1965 and undated
Publications regarding Vietnam January-March 1966
Publications regarding Vietnam April-September 1966
"An Investigation of the US Economic and Military Assistance Programs in Vietnam" October 1966
Publications regarding Vietnam October-November 1966
Publications regarding Vietnam December 1966 and undated

Box 11

Publications regarding Vietnam January-February 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam March-April 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam May-June 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam July-August 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam September 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam October 1967
"SEATO: False Alibi" by James Avery Joyce, The Christian Century, November 8, 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam November-December 1967
Publications regarding Vietnam (undated) 1967

Vietnam Information Notes by the Department of State 1967-1968
Vietnam Statements and Resolutions 1967
Packet on Vietnam distributed by the American Baptist Convention September 1967
Vietnam material distributed by Methodist Board of Christian Social Concerns 1967

Box 12

Publications regarding Vietnam January-February 1968
Publications regarding Vietnam March-April 1968
Publications regarding Vietnam May 1968
Publications regarding Vietnam June - August 1968
Publications regarding Vietnam September-December, 1968 and undated

Clergy and Laymen Concerned about Vietnam (to 1968) 1968
CALVAC 1968
Publications regarding Vietnam January-June 1969
Publications regarding Vietnam July-December 1969 and undated
National Committee for Political Settlement in Vietnam/ Negotiation Now 1969, 1971
Negotiation Now 1970
CALVAC 1969
BEM 1969
BEM-Harriman, A Responsible End to the Vietnam War, St. Louis, Mo. June 1970
The US and Indochina-preface to dialogue, Lutheran Church, August 1971
Box 13
Vietnam Advertisements 1963-1967
Vietnam Advertisements 1968-1972
Servicemen against the war 1968-1972
Opposition to war 1968-1972
Conscientious Objection to Military Service including Selective
Objection clippings 1968-1971
Quaker Statements 1970- A Quaker Action Group 1969-70
AFSC White House Vigil, Dec 24, 1972
Anti-Vietnam demonstrations and protests 1970
Kent State Student strikes May, 1970
Dates and Facts on Vietnam 1966-1972
Fact Sheets on Cambodia-Cornell Committee of Concerned Asian
Scholars Bay Area Institute 1970
Polls on Vietnam and Cambodia 1967-1972

National Veterans' Inquiry into War Crimes 1970
Treaty of Peace between People of North and South Vietnam and US
Jack Anderson - One year of Richard Nixon-Parade January 11, 1970
Chomsky - Laos, Cambodia, North Vietnam "After Pinkville" 1970
Laos 1970
Laos - Congressional releases and correspondence 1970

Box 14
Cambodia Clippings April-May 1970
Cambodia Clippings June-July 1970
Cambodia Clippings August-December 1970
Laos Clippings 1970
Thailand Clippings 1970

CBS TV-Cambodia "Where do we stand in Indochina?" June 30, 1970
Edward Snyder - "Letters from Cambodia" 1970-1971
Cambodia-military consequences/China's reaction 1970
Cambodia dissent May-September 1970
Cambodia dissent clippings/war dissent clippings 1970

Background articles on Vietnam-Cambodia
Pro-Vietnam and Cambodia Statements and Demonstrations 1970
APSC Visitations and Churchmen's Congressional Visitations on Cambodia 1970
US Government lies and double-talk on Cambodia and others

Vietnam Clippings January-July 1970
Vietnam Clippings August-December 1970
The Widening War-CALVAC 1970
Cambodian coup d'etat
Vietnam Paris Peace Talks 1970
Vietnamisation 1970
Vietnam and the UN 1970
Intelligence operations-interview with Captain R. Marasco-May 1970
US prisoners of war and missing in action 1970
Evaluation of IMPACT-Washington Interreligious Staff 1970
Box 15
Repeal of Gulf of Tonkin Resolution 1970
Cooper Church Amendment May 1970
McGovern-Hatfield Amendment April-September 1970
Senate and House Action vs. the War-Clippings May-July 1970
Congressional Action and Votes Against the War/Budget Cuts 1970
Congressional Resolutions and Congressional Record 1970
Congressional Releases re Vietnam and Cambodia 1970

Lobbying Information and Elections Priorities Information 1970
Repression of dissent/suppression of dissent/political prisoners in US and South Vietnam
My Lai/Son My 1970 ; SCALLEY TRIAL 1972
My Lai and other atrocities-clippings 1971-
GI Morale
Rights and Treatment of GIs and veterans 1970
Chicago 7 1970-1971
Opposition to the War-miscellaneous 1970
PARIS PEACE TALKS 1971
Vietnam Clippings January-March 1971
Vietnam Clippings April-June 1971
Vietnam Clippings July-September 1971
Vietnam Clippings October-December 1971
DOLLS IN VIETNAM 1971
Vietnam Bulletin 1971
Publications regarding Vietnam-miscellaneous 1971
Federation of American Scientists 1971
LAOS, 1971

Box 16
Vietnamization 1971
Book Reviews 1971
Automation and Escalation of the War 1970-1972
Set the Date Now 1970-1972
PARIS PEACE TALKS 1972
Vietnam Clippings January-March 1972
Vietnam Clippings April-June 1972
Vietnam Clippings July-September 1972
Vietnam Clippings October-December 1972
AFSC INDochina 1972: DEPENDING WAR
Opposition to the Vietnam War-clippings (1) 1971
Opposition to the Vietnam War-clippings (2) 1972
Congressional Opposition to the War 1971
Vietnam Protests and Demonstrations 1971-1972
Dissent and Demonstrations 1971-1972
Government and Vietnam; solutions to the war 1969-1972
Berrigan Case 1972

Bombing of the dikes in North Vietnam 1972
Ecumenical Witness-Conference on Vietnam-publications available
Kansas City, January 1972 (1) and (2)
Ramsey Clark's visit to North Vietnam 1972
Box 17 Clergy and Laymen Concerned 1972
Clergy and Laymen Concerned—packet for ecumenical witness
Kansas City-NCC January 1972
AFSC Washington visitation on Vietnam and Draft 1972
Business Executives Move 1972
Tempo-National Council of Churches 1972
Amnesty for draft evaders and resisters
Quakers and Vietnam War 1972
NARMIC-AFSC 1970-1972 AFSC "Indochina 1972: Perpetual War" and Other
Actions 1972
Indochina Summer Project-AFSC 1972
FCNL Publications 1969-1972
Resolution to Impeach President Nixon May 1972
Clippings 1973

Tristram Coffin—Washington Watch—published by BEM
Numbers 1-36 February 6—October 15, 1968 (1)
Numbers 37-72 October 22, 1968—March 5, 1970 (2)
Numbers 73-108 March 19, 1970—August 19, 1971 (3)

Germantown Indochina Conference 10.28.73
Don Luce—Political Prisoners, Vietnam 1972-73

U.S. Policy in Vietnam 1973
U.S. Policy in Vietnam 1974
The Ellsberg Case

Cease-Fire Agreement, Jan. 27, 1973
Post-Vietnam Foreign Policy
Book Reviews 1972-73
POW's in Vietnam 1971-73
Actions of Non-Quaker Groups, 1973

Vietnam Quotations
Human Effects of Vietnam and Other Wars
DG 47 Series M-Vietnam
Box 18 1967-1972

FCNL and Vietnam, 1967
Vietnam - Miscellaneous - Non FCNL 1967

AFSC and Vietnam Summer, 1969
AFSC and Vietnam, 1969
US Study Team on Religious and Political Freedom in Vietnam, 1969
Moratorium Mobilization, Oct - Dec 1969
End the War in Vietnam, 1972
Vietnam, 1973
Vietnam, 1967-1971

Box 19 - Publications on Vietnam

Undated
David Schoenbrun, "Journey to North Vietnam", Saturday Evening Post
Vietnam Miscellaneous: "After Pinkville"

1964-1965
Gilbert F. White, "Lower Memo - Proposal for a Peaceful and Honorable Resolution of the Conflict in South Vietnam" - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

Hyman Weber, "World Crisis in Vietnam" - A Critique of U.S. Policy
Agency for International Development, "The Other War in South Vietnam"

1966
"Escalation - A Policy of Failure" - AFSC & FCNL
"The Unspeakable War" - Labor Committee for Peace in Vietnam
"Christian Realism and Vietnam", John C. Bennett, Christian Advocate, March 1966
"The Politics of Escalation"
"An Investigation of the U.S. Economic and Military Assistance Programs in Vietnam" - Senate Committee on Government Operations
"The U.S. in Vietnam", AFSC
"How the United States Got Involved in Vietnam" - Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions

1967
"Whose Century," Thomas H. Hughes
"A Minute of Concern From the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends"
FCNL Archives
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"Herbicides in Vietnam" - New Republic, Nov. 25, 1967

"How to Get Out of Vietnam" - John Kenneth Galbraith

"Dr. Martin Luther King, John C. Bennett, Henry Steele Commager,
Rabbi Abraham Heschel - Speak on the War in Vietnam" -
Clergy and Laymen Concerned

"The War in Vietnam" - Republican White Paper, Public Affairs
Press, Washington, D.C.

"Imperialist Rivalries and the World Struggle for Peace" - Gustave

1968-1969

"A Proposal For Peace in Vietnam" - Tho' Van

"Vietnam: Issues for Decision" No. 188, Headline Series, Foreign
Policy Association

"We Don't Belong in Vietnam", Cyrus P. Barnum

"Paris Interviews - December 16-19, 1968" - Stewart Meacham,
Wallace Collett

"Vietnam: Vital Interest or Tragic Mistake?" Norman N. Royall

"U.S. Study Team on Religious and Political Freedom
in Vietnam" Congressional Record, June 17-19, 1969

"Vietnam and the Crashing Dominoes", D. F. Fleming

New World Review
Non-governmental Organizations Mostly 1965

Gwen UN Member

Speak-out at a Pentagon June 16
George Kahin + John Lewis "The U.S. in Vietnam"
"No Good Can Come from War" Pope Pius XII 1943
"No Good Can Come from War" Pope Pius XII 1943
International Law + U.S. Interests in Vietnam
International Law Newsletter, July
Philippines for Social Responsibility Newsletter, July
Report on Some Mission to Algeria
Sadler, Foster - Report on Some Mission to Algeria
Paris + Vietnam - Save Delegates
AFSC Report on Vietnam Mission

Stephen Cady - AFSC Testimony

much more...

1966 - June 1967 - Non Governmental Organizations Mostly

Jnury - June 1966
How to Cook Like a Brave White Flegleby
Kerstein + Dr. Boff - How to Cook Like a Brave White Flegleby

May - June 1966
The Public Relations of the Vietnam Policy in Vietnam
They Are Our Brothers Whose We Kill

War Victims, Refugees and Displaced
War Victims, Refugees and Displaced

The Security Council on Vietnam
The Security Council on Vietnam

Vietnam - A Manual of Informal Desert
Vietnam - A Manual of Informal Desert

The White Helmets - Most Ambiguous Moment in U.S. History
The White Helmets - Most Ambiguous Moment in U.S. History

NCC General Board Resolution on Vietnam
NCC General Board Resolution on Vietnam

NCC General Board Resolution on Vietnam

Vietnam Program - US Voluntary Agencies, Foundations & Missions

Taxpayer Against War

Taxpayer Against War

Jolant Seidler - Report on Veitl to Prague + Paris

Matter of the Verdict. What Happen? June 1, 1966

Report of American Woman Who Met with the Women of Vietnam

N6o Matteo's July - December 1966

Robert Gutman - In Vietnam 'The Second Dirty War'

A Deep Concern of Members of the Religious Society of Friends
A Deep Concern of Members of the Religious Society of Friends

Interview with V. Tho / find

Finding of Fact on Cambodian Border
Finding of Fact on Cambodian Border


Catholicism as a Political Force

Statement by Vietnam

NCC - The Helping Heart + Hands that Come to Help the People

Report by W. Harold Row on Vietnam

much more...
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Prop 21 - 1966-1967 - (Continued)

Report on Interview with Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Poland

Mr. President: "Let's Plug the Credibility Gap." - SANE

AFSC - For Peace in Vietnam

Goldberg: "The Three Point Plan or What is the Price, Norman Morris's Suicide"

FOR: The Impeachment in Vietnam in France

Waller: The Impeachment in Vietnam in France

Robert S. Brook: The Civil War in Vietnam

Not a Vote, But No Longer a Hand

Public Opinion and the War in Vietnam

Why Join Vietnam for Peace in Vietnam

Why Join Vietnam for Peace in Vietnam

Winds Wrong with the War in Vietnam

NGOs Material - January - June 1967

Medicare Problems of South Vietnam

Vietnam - The Clergyman's Delusion - A Call to 5,000 Clergymen

Bombs + Balloons - Christian Aid

Former Peace Corps Volunteers Appeal to the President

Brief in Opposition to the $12,300,000 on Supplemental

Brief in Opposition to the $12,300,000 on Supplemental

Calling on + Escalating the Vietnam War - FCNC

Vietnam Refugee Program

Our Indiscriminate Use of Modern Weapons in Vietnam

Some Implications of the Bombing of North Vietnam

Some Implications of the Bombing of North Vietnam

The Death of a Vietnam Soldier in February has Been5 Unnecessary

The Death of a Vietnam Soldier in February has Been5 Unnecessary

The New York State Friends Attempt to Bring a Resolution

The New York State Friends Attempt to Bring a Resolution

of Repro Vietnam, Supercopy: Earth

AFSC Report

Medicare + Social Consequences of the War in Vietnam

Excerpt from G.O.P. Paper on War

Excerpt from G.O.P. Paper on War

Call by Negotiations Now

Call by Negotiations Now

While Refugees "Repeat"

While Refugees "Repeat"

Werblin: "Vietnam - A Moral Problem"

Werblin: "Vietnam - A Moral Problem"

Escalation Now, Terror Later

Russell Johnson: Vietnam Revisited

Russell Johnson: Vietnam Revisited

Vietnam Peace Proposal

Vietnam Peace Proposal

and much, much more.
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Box 22 - Non-Governmental Organizations, July 1967 - 1970
NGO Material, July - December 1967
- RPG Proposal for Staged De-Tescalation in Vietnam
- Vietnam: The Hard Question.
- The AFSC Programme for the Civilian War Graves

Box 23 - Vietnam - Non-Governmental Organizations, 1971 - 1976

Box 24 - Vietnam - Media, Speeches, Articles, 1965 - June 1966

Box 25 - Vietnam - Media, Speeches, Articles, July 1966 - 1970

Box 26 - Vietnam - Media, Speeches, Articles, Political Prisoners, Vietnam and Oil, 1971 - 1976